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IN THE COURT OF COMMON PLEAS 

SUMMIT COUNTY, OHIO 

 

 

MEMBER WILLIAMS, et al., 

 

                          Plaintiffs, 

 

vs.  

 

KISLING, NESTICO & REDICK, LLC, et al., 

 

                          Defendants. 

 

 

 

Case No.  2016-CV-09-3928 

 

Judge James A. Brogan 

 

DEFENDANT MINAS FLOROS’ BRIEF IN 

OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS’ MOTION 

FOR LEAVE TO FILE FIFTH AMENDED 

COMPLAINT  

 

 

Plaintiffs have requested leave to file a fifth-amended complaint. Plaintiffs’ proposed-

fifth complaint raises similar claims made in their supplemental fourth-amended complaint, 

which this Court recently rejected. It seeks to add a new class representative, Movant Richard 

Harbour. It seeks to add new medical claims against Defendant Sam Ghoubrial, which allege that 

he coercively administered unnecessary and overpriced pain-relief injections to his patients. It 

also seeks to add unrelated and unsupported accusations that certain Defendants engaged in 

racist behaviors. This Court should deny leave for these reasons: 

• The proposed-amended complaint is made in bad faith and unduly prejudicial to 

Defendants.   

 

• The proposed-amended complaint alleges “facts” that the plaintiff representatives 

admitted were false in their deposition testimonies. 

 

• The proposed-amended complaint makes unsupported accusations that certain defendants 

engaged in racist behavior. These allegations are unrelated to Plaintiffs’ alleged claims 

and only serve the bad-faith purpose of damaging defendants’ reputation.  

 

• The proposed-amended complaint adds medical claims that are time barred, futile, 

improperly pled, and inappropriate for class certification.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Since filing their original complaint in September 2016, the parties have engaged in a 

significant amount of briefing. This includes motions to dismiss, motions to strike class 

allegations, motions on the pleadings, motions for protective orders, and motions to compel. The 

parties have also engaged in a significant amount of discovery, which includes several sets of 

interrogatories, request for admissions, and request for production of documents, as well as 

depositions of class representatives and their witnesses. To date, Defendants have spent over 

$500,000 in defense cost. These litigation costs are expected to increase greatly, as Plaintiffs 

have notified Defendants that they plan on deposing at least a dozen other individuals. Half of 

these witnesses are nonparties that have had no connection with the named Plaintiffs. Most of 

these depositions are scheduled to last the entire day.  

In previous motions, Defendants asked this Court to add “structure and order” to this 

case, which has been pending for over two years without even reaching the preliminary issue of 

class certification. In response, this Court agreed to a discovery deadline for class certification of 

November 1, 2018. At Plaintiffs’ request, this Court extended the deadline to February 1, 2018. 

As of right now, the discovery deadline for class certification is March 1, 2018.   

In an obvious attempt to further delay this case and cause harm to Defendants, Plaintiffs 

have requested leave to file a fifth amended complaint, which seeks: 1) to add Harbour as 

another class representative in the investigation fee claims (proposed Class A) and TENS unit 

claims (proposed Class D); 2) to add a new set of class-action claims (proposed Class E), which 

alleges that Ghoubrial coercively administered unnecessary and overpriced injections to his 

patients; and 3) to allow Plaintiff Matthew Johnson to withdraw as a party and class 

representative for the Liberty Capital claims (proposed Class C).  
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Plaintiffs’ request for leave is in bad faith. Plaintiffs are asserting “facts” in their 

proposed fifth-amended complaint that they know contradict testimony from the named 

representatives. Plaintiffs are also seeking to add medical claims that are time barred, futile, 

improperly pled, and inappropriate for class certification.  

Moreover, although not discussed in their motion for leave, Plaintiffs want to add 

accusations that certain Defendants engaged in racist behavior and used racists slurs. These 

accusations have nothing to do with alleged class claim, and only serve to embarrass Defendants 

and damage their reputations.   

Defendants will be unduly prejudiced if this Court allows Plaintiffs to expand 

unreasonably the scope of their claims and continue to delay resolving this action. This is 

especially true for Floros, since he has limited funds and is paying out-of-pocket for his defense 

costs, with no insurance coverage.  

Floros, therefore, requests that this Court deny Plaintiffs motion for leave.  

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT 

While Civ.R. 15(A) generally allows for liberal amendment of a complaint, a motion for 

leave to amend must be made timely. See Brown v. FirstEnergy Corp., 9th Dist. Summit No. 

22123, 159 Ohio App. 3d 696, 2005-Ohio-712, 825 N.E.2d 206, ¶6. A motion for leave should 

be denied if there is a showing of "bad faith, undue delay or undue prejudice to the opposing 

party." Hoover v. Sumlin, 12 Ohio St.3d 1, 465 N.E.2d 377 (1984). "A party seeking leave to 

amend a pleading is required to do so in good faith, therefore there must be at least a prima-facie 

showing that the movant can marshal support for the new matters sought to be pleaded, and that 

the amendment is not simply a delaying tactic or one which would cause prejudice to the 

defendant.” Glazer v. Chase Home Fin. LLC, 8th Dist. Cuyahoga Nos. 99875, 99736, 2013-
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Ohio-5589, ¶98; see also Lottridge v. Gahanna-Creekside Invests., LLC, 2015-Ohio-2168, 36 

N.E.3d 744 (10th Dist.). 

Courts may consider a motion for leave prejudicial if a proposed amendment alters the 

case’s theory and is proposed late enough that the opponent would have to engage in significant 

new preparation. Wright & Miller, Federal Practice and Procedure, §1487. Courts will also 

deny motions for leave to amend a complaint when the claims are futile or lack evidentiary 

support. See, e.g. Hensley v. Durrani, 1st Dist. Hamilton No. C-130005, 2013-Ohio-4711, ¶14; 

State ex rel. Brewer-Garrett Co. v. MetroHealth Sys., 8th Dist. Cuyahoga No. 87365, 2006-

Ohio-5244, ¶17. 

Moreover, courts will deny a motion for leave when the moving party seeks to add time-

barred claims. Thornton v. Hardiman, Buchanan, Howland & Trivers, 8th Dist. Cuyahoga No. 

83400, 2005-Ohio-1969; Porter v. Probst, 2014-Ohio-3789, 18 N.E.3d 824 (7th Dist.); Yates v. 

Hassell, 10th Dist. Franklin No. 11AP-588, 2012-Ohio-328, ¶ 11(“The general rule is that a 

person may not be brought into a civil action as a new party defendant when the cause of action 

as to him is barred by the statute of limitations.”). 

A. Plaintiffs’ motion for leave is made in bad faith, untimely, and unduly 

prejudicial to Defendants. 

In bad faith, Plaintiffs continue to allege “facts” that are contrary to the named Plaintiffs’ 

deposition testimony. For example, Plaintiffs’ proposed complaint alleges that Floros’ narrative-

expert reports were fraudulent, worthless, and cut directly from the client’s medical records. See 

Proposed Fifth Compl. ¶ 65. Plaintiff Thera Reid deposition testimony directly refutes these 

accusations. 1 Reid testified that Floros’ narrative report benefited her case, and that she 

                                                           
1 Defendants deposed Reid on July 3, 2018. 
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personally benefited from Floros’ chiropractic services. Ex. 1, Reid’s Depo. 170-177, 181, 213-

214. She testified that the narrative report contained more than just boilerplate information from 

her medical records. Id. She admitted that the narrative report was not fraudulent. Id.. Reid 

admitted that she benefited from a $525 reduction in her chiropractic bill, which was more than 

the cost of the narrative report. Id., 184, 298. Rather, Reid’s main gripe with the report is that it 

should have been cheaper ($85 instead of $150). Id. at 177, 186, 214, 258, 288.  

Reid also refuted the complaint allegation that she was coerced by Defendants to go to 

Akron Square Chiropractor (ASC) and KNR. Proposed Fifth Compl. ¶ 17. Reid instead testified 

that she voluntarily went to ASC because they offered free transportation and a free initial exam. 

Id. at 260, 274. Reid also admitted that ASC did not force her to talk to KNR about 

representation and that it was a voluntary choice. Id. at 106-107, 287-288. 

Reid also testified that KNR received no financial benefit from Floros. Id. at 272. This 

testimony contradicts Plaintiffs’ complaint allegations that KNR received a financial benefit 

from the narrative-expert report. Id.  

According to Reid, the allegation in her complaint that she only received $12,349.70 of 

$48,720 is false. Ex. 1, at 292-293, 296. Reid testified that her actual total settlement was 

$46,500 (not $48,720) and that she received over $21,000 (not $12,349.70). Id. Reid continued 

to testify that she would amend the pleading to reflect the correct amount. Plaintiffs, however, 

have refused to do so with their proposed-fifth complaint. Id. 

Reid’s testimony also contradicted Plaintiffs’ class allegations that common legal and 

factual issues predominate individual issues affecting the class claims. See Proposed Fifth 

Compl. ¶180.  According to Reid, the value and benefit of the narrative reports would different 

for each client and require a separate inquiry. Id. at 214-216, 221, 290. Reid also believed that a 
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separate inquiry would be required in determining why the clients treated with certain 

chiropractors and whether that treatment harmed a client’s specific case. Id.   

As KNR and Ghoubrial detailed in their briefs, Harbour’s new medical claims also 

contradict his prior testimony. For instance, in their proposed-fifth amendment, Plaintiffs alleged 

that KNR directed Harbour to treat with Ghoubrial. This is false. Harbour testified that he was 

referred to Ghoubrial by his primary-care physician. See KNR’s BIO, pg. 4. Plaintiffs also 

alleged that the cortisone shots were unnecessary and unbeneficial. This too is false. Harbour 

specifically testified that the cortisone shots helped relieve his pain. Id, pg. 5.   

Although Plaintiffs now want to dismiss Plaintiff Mathew Johnson, his testimony is 

worth discussing because it also conflicts with the allegations in Plaintiffs’ fifth-proposed 

complaint. As KNR detailed in their recent motion to compel, Johnson’s deposition testimony 

directly contradicts Plaintiffs’ Class C allegations.2 See KNR’s Mot. Compel, filed 11/07/2018. 

For instance, contrary to what is alleged, Johnson approached KNR about obtaining a loan. 

Johnson admitted that he knew better loan sources existed. Id. Johnson testified that his loan 

payments were not deducted from the settlement proceeds. Id. Instead, Johnson claimed that he 

paid off the loan himself before settling his case. Id. Johnson also testified that he was not 

complaining about the loan interest being too high, but only that Defendant Rob Nestico was the 

sole owner of Liberty Capital. Shockingly, Johnson also claimed that he would not change the 

allegations even if proven false. Id.3  

The deposition testimonies discussed above directly undermine and contradict Plaintiffs’ 

allegations. Because of this, Plaintiffs know that they will not obtain class certification or survive 

                                                           
2 Defendants deposed Johnson on July 6, 2018. 
3 While Monique Norris has not been deposed yet, her claims against Ghoubrial are also baseless 

because he did not actually treat Norris. 
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a dispositive motion. At great costs to Defendants and Floros, Plaintiffs are now baselessly 

seeking another chance to relitigate these issues with a new party, new claims, and new 

defendant. Plaintiffs are not entitled to this fifth opportunity to relitigate and amend their 

complaint. This will lead to substantial delay and unnecessary litigation expenses. 

 Moreover, it should not be overlooked that Plaintiffs’ counsel is a direct competitor of 

KNR and practices personal injury litigation in the same location of KNR.4 This means that 

Plaintiffs’ counsel stands to benefit from any harm this lawsuit causes to the reputation of KNR 

and their business contacts.  

While Plaintiffs’ counsel will likely deny any wronging or ill-motives, his hands are 

anything but clean. As detailed above, the facts pled by Plaintiffs’ counsel substantially differ 

from the facts established by his own client’s testimony. Even giving Plaintiffs’ counsel the 

benefit of doubt on why he originally pled these facts, he has no excuse for his continued refusal 

to correct the amended pleadings when the claims are objectively false.5 Plaintiffs’ counsel also 

continues to engage in a public smear campaign against Defendants and their business contacts 

on social medial and local news outlets.6  

Bad faith is also evident in that Plaintiffs’ counsel wants to add accusations that certain 

Defendants engaged in racist behavior and used racists slurs. These accusations have nothing to 

                                                           
4 Pattakos Law Firm LLC advertises “personal injury” as a practice area. 

https://www.pattakoslaw.com/ 
5 In Am. Chem. Soc. v. Leadscope, Inc., 133 Ohio St.3d 366, 2012-Ohio-4193, 978 N.E.2d 832, 

the Ohio Supreme Court recognized a claim for unfair competition base upon legal action where 

the claim allegations are objectively baseless and intended to injure a party’s ability to be 

competitive.   
6 In previous motions, KNR and Ghoubrial raised concerns over Plaintiffs’ counsel marketing 

their fraud claims against Defendants on social media.  
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do with alleged class claim or the named representatives. Plaintiffs are solely using these 

unsupported accusations to damage KNR’s and Ghoubrial’s reputation.  

For these reasons, this Court should deny Plaintiffs’ motion for leave since it is in bad 

faith, untimely, and unduly prejudicial to defendants. 

B. Plaintiffs’ motion for leave is futile because it seeks to add medical claims that 

are time barred, improperly pled, and inappropriate for class certification.  

Plaintiffs’ claims that Ghoubrial coercively administered unnecessary and overpriced 

cortisone injections to his patients are medical claims under ORC 2305.113. As a result, 

Plaintiffs’ proposed claims are subject to the statute of limitations and statute of repose for 

medical practice actions. Under R.C. 2305.113(A), “medical claims” are subject to a one-year 

statute of limitation. Under R.C. 2305.113(C), there is also an absolute bar on medical claims 

that are more than four-years after the act or omission occurred. 

In the proposed fifth complaint, Harbour claims that he received treatment from 

Ghoubrial between 2011-2016. This is untrue. As discussed in Ghoubrial’s brief, Harbour’s last 

treatment with Ghoubrial occurred almost six-years ago in June 2012. That said, even if Harbour 

did receive care in 2016, his claim would still be time barred, which makes Plaintiffs motion for 

leave futile.  

Plaintiffs will likely argue that the “discovery rule” applies here because Harbour was 

unaware of his injury until Plaintiffs’ counsel informed him about this pending lawsuit. This is 

not how the “discovery rule” works. A party’s knowledge of a lawsuit does not toll the statute of 

limitations. See Estate of Greenawalt v. Estate of Freed, 10th Dist. Franklin No. 17AP-62, 2018-

Ohio-2603. Rather, under the “discovery rule” the statute of limitations for medical claims begin 

to run when the patient discovers or should have discovered his resulting injury. Harbour would 

have known if his cortisone shots were beneficial in relieving pain when the shots were 
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administrated. Harbour would have also been aware of the cost when he agreed to payment in 

April 2012 and July 2015.   

Under Civ. R. 10(D)(2), a party must also file affidavit of merit when they file a medical 

liability lawsuit in Ohio. The required affidavit must include statements that the affiant: (1) has 

reviewed all medical records reasonably available, (2) is familiar with the applicable standard of 

care, and (3) finds that the defendants breached the standard of care and caused the plaintiff’s 

injury. If a medical claim is filed without an affidavit of merit, then it will be dismissed for 

failure to state a claim. Plaintiffs have failed to attach an affidavit of merit in support of their 

new medical claims. As a result, their new medical claims fail as a matter of law. 

  As discussed earlier, Harbour’s testimony also contradicts the new proposed allegations, 

as he admitted that his primary doctor referred him to Ghoubrial and that he benefited from the 

cortisone shots. A medical claim of this nature would also require individual inquiry into 

whether each patient benefited and consented to the medical treatment and cost. This makes it 

inappropriate for a class action.  

Lastly, no law exists that holds a doctor liable for not communicating their profit margin 

on their medical services to a patient. Nor is there any law that holds attorneys liable for what a 

doctor charges for medical services.  

Thus, this Court should deny Plaintiffs’ motion for leave because it seeks to add medical 

claims that are time barred, futile, improperly pled, and inappropriate for class certification.  
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CONCLUSION 

For the reasons state above, Floros requests that this Court deny Plaintiffs Motion for 

Leave to File a Fifth Amended Complaint because it is in bad faith, untimely, futile, unduly 

prejudicial to defendants, and raises new claims that are time barred.  

Respectfully submitted,  

 

_/s/ Shaun H. Kedir____________ 

    Shaun H. Kedir (#0082828) 

    KEDIR LAW OFFICES LLC 

    1400 Rockefeller Building 

    614 West Superior Avenue 

    Cleveland, Ohio 44113 

    Phone: (216) 696-2852 

    Fax: (216) 696-3177 

    shaunkedir@kedirlaw.com  

        Counsel for Defendant Minas Floros 

 

 

 

 

 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

 

 A copy of Defendant Floros’ Brief in Opposition to Plaintiffs’ Motion for Leave to File a 

Fourth Amended Complaint was served electronically on this 13th day of November, 2018. 

Notice of this filing will be sent to all parties by operation of the Court’s electronic filing system. 

 

 

 

 

/s/ Shaun H. Kedir____________ 

    Shaun H. Kedir (#0082828) 
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